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The Key Release Notes – version 5.1 

Detailed below are changes that have been made for version 5.1 of the Key  

Fact Find Update for Second Charge 
The fact find within the Key has been updated in relation to mortgage and second charge (previously 

referred to as secured loan) cases. These changes apply to all new sales initiated after the 

deployment of version 5.1, and can be identified by the indicator of ‘v6’ on the fact find screens. All 

cases already underway will continue with the version of the fact find present when the case was 

started.  

Many of these changes are designed not only to ensure more accurate recording of all options 

available to clients seeking additional borrowing, but also to ensure that all data necessary is 

captured prior to any subsequent sourcing activity.  

The first change is that ‘Secured Loan’ is no longer available as a distinct fact find type, and this data 

has been included within the new ‘Mortgage/Loan’ fact find type (and the term replaced with 

second charge).  

 

Figure 1: Fact Find Sale Type Selection 

The ‘New Mortgage’ tab has been renamed ‘New Mortgage/Loan’ to cover the extended data 

capture. Upon opening this tab, the screen will be blank with only the ‘Loan purpose’ to be selected. 

This allows the rest of the screen to be created based on the loan purpose, rather than trying to fit 

all questions for all loan types within a single screen.  

 

Figure 2: New Mortgage/Loan Tab 

The content of the tab has been amended for cases where the client’s primary loan purpose is either 

‘Remortgage’ or ‘Second Charge’, as selected from the ‘Loan purpose’ dropdown. 
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Remortgage Cases 

 

Figure 3: Remortgage Loan Purpose 

The first change to this screen is a dropdown to select the client’s existing mortgage that is to be 

‘replaced’; the dropdown will offer a selection from all current mortgages recorded in the fact find. 

The term data fields have been extended to allow the recording of both years and months.  

Please note that the age at end of term is calculated when the term is first added. As well as adding 

the term to the current age, a buffer of 3 months is added to reflect the anticipated completion time 

for a mortgage.  

The other change relates to the question as to whether the new mortgage amount exceeds the 

current balance, i.e. is there additional borrowing involved other than a straight remortgage. If ‘Yes’ 

is selected, more questions are enabled.  

 

Figure 4: Additional Borrowing Questions 

This allows for details of the additional borrowing to be recorded, and the reason. The reason is 

selected from a dropdown with various options including debt consolidation, home improvement 

etc. Two further questions identify whether a second charge and/or further advance should be 

considered as an option for raising the additional funds.  

 

Figure 5: Second Charge/Further Advance Questions 

If ‘No’ is selected, the ‘More’ button is enabled to allow a free text window to be launched. This can 

record details as to why the option concerned was not considered.  
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If ‘Yes’ is selected for ‘Second Charge Loan’, it will reveal the dialogue to record whether the second 

charge loan will be an advised sale or not.  

Second Charge Cases 

If ‘Second Charge’ is selected as the ‘Loan purpose’, the screen will change to one similar to that 

shown for remortgage cases.  

 

Figure 6: Second Charge Loan Purpose 

In this case, the reason for the second charge is immediately displayed, and the option to record 

whether a remortgage is to be considered is added to the available options.  

Note for Trigold users. As Trigold does not currently support years and months for the term value, 

the integration process will round the data to the appropriate whole year using standard rounding 

calculations. For example, 19 years and 3 months will transfer as 19 years, whilst 19 years and 10 

months will transfer as 20 years.  

Fact Find Insurance Changes 
Changes have been made to the ‘Life and Critical Illness’ tab for ‘Life and Critical Illness’ and ‘Critical 

Illness Only’ needs.  
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Figure 7: Cover Type Options 

In both cases, a new field of ‘Cover required – type?’ has been added with the options of ‘Lump Sum’ 

or ‘Annual Income’.  

The change allows for better information transfer with insurance integrations, in particular when 

sourcing Family Income Benefit products.  

Product Details Changes 

Automatic Review Date Task 
A new ‘Status Action’ has been added that enables a task to be created in relation to a product’s 

next review date. This new task will automatically update if the review data is subsequently 

amended.  

The automatic review date is enabled in Setup > Workflow > Status Actions, and by selecting the 

‘Next Review Date changed’ option from the ‘Action Occurs When’ dropdown.  

 

Figure 8: Review Date Status Action Option 

Click on the ‘Add’ button to open the ‘Status Action’ window to enter the settings required.  
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Figure 9: Setting the Review Task 

The action type will default to task, but the task can be allocated to the product’s Advisor, 

Administrator or Second Administrator by selecting from the ‘For’ dropdown. The ‘Description’ field 

allows free text to be entered, and will be displayed within the Admin > Diary/Tasks entry when the 

task is created. Finally, the ‘Due’ option allows a numeric value to reflect how far in advance of the 

product’s review date that the task will fall due. Click ‘OK’ to save the settings.  

Once setup, the task will be created each time a product has a review date entered. If the review 

date is subsequently changed, the associated task will also be amended.  

The automated task will also be created for any products where the review date fell within the 

previous 3 months. Products with a review date earlier than that will not have a task created.  

Compliance Check Result 

A new field has been added to the ‘Compliance’ tab within ‘Product Details’ that allows for a check 

result value to be associated with a compliance check.  

As different user firms employ different terminology to record the results of a compliance check (e.g. 

‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’; ‘Pass’ or ‘Fail’ etc.), the values to be used are configurable.  

Setting the Compliance Check Results Value 

The values are stored within Setup > General > Lists, and selecting the ‘Compliance Check Results’ 

list.  

 

Figure 10: Compliance Check Results List 

Clicking on the ‘Add’ button at the bottom of the screen opens the window to add new values.  
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Figure 11: Compliance Check Setting Screen 

Enter a value for the check result – this will appear in the dropdown within the Product Details 

window. Add any notes relating to this value. The display order controls the order of values within 

the dropdown (rather than relying on alphabetical order). The ‘Batch mode’ option allows for 

multiple values to be recorded without having to click the ‘Add’ button each time; useful for 

entering the initial values.  

Once a number of values have been added, the list screen will look something similar to that shown 

below. 

 

Figure 12: Example Compliance Score Settings 

Recording the Compliance Check Result 

The result of a compliance check is recorded in the Product Details > Compliance tab.  
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Figure 13: Compliance Check Results in Product Details 

Only users with the appropriate compliance permissions are able to change this field.  

Document Categories from Integrations 

Documents returned from integrations with the Key have thus far been assigned a category of 

Integration Documents. The first phase of an enhancement to this area has been enabled that will 

allow documents returned by integrations to be assigned a different category label.  

The default categories are located in Setup > Workflow > Product Checks, by clicking on the ‘Default 

Document Categories’ button located at the bottom of the screen.  

 

Figure 14: Default Document Categories 
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Mortgage Brain Document Categories 

The ‘Document Category Defaults’ window will open with the Mortgage Brain integration 

automatically selected. To amend the category associated with a ‘Document Type’, select the entry 

to be amended and then select a category from the dropdown that is enabled. The list of categories 

is managed within Setup > General > Lists: Document Categories.  

 

Figure 15: Setting a Category (Mortgage) 

When all changes have been made, click on OK to apply the changes, or Cancel to close the window 

without making the changes. Please note that the Key will need to be restarted in order for the 

changes to take effect.  

Insurance Document Categories 

Selecting ‘Insurance’ from the ‘Select Integration’ dropdown will present a generic list of document 

types. The same process will allow a document category to be associated with a general document 

type, and where possible this will be applied to documents returned by an integration.  
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Figure 16: Setting a Category (Insurance) 

For example, the document type of ‘Key Features’ has been associated with the document category 

of ‘Policy Document’. Within the Product Details record created from an integration (in the example 

below the SolutionBuilder integration has been used) the Key will look for a reference to ‘Key 

Features’ in the document description and apply the appropriate category.  

 

Figure 17: Category Example 

Reasons Why Letter Changes 

‘Default Where’ Indicator 

A new indicator has been created to clarify when a value in the ‘Edit Reason Why Letter’ window has 

a default value set. Previously this required the user to open each paragraph to check if such a 

setting had been enabled.  
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The information is presented at the bottom of the ‘Edit Reason Why Letter’ window when a 

paragraph is selected. If there is a value that automatically controls the appearance of the selected 

paragraph, it will be reflected with a ‘True’ value, otherwise it will say ‘False’.  

 

Figure 18: Default Where Indicator 

Support for And/Or Conditions 

Support has been added for selecting paragraphs for automatic inclusion in an RWL based on 

multiple criteria. This is reflected in a change to the ‘Default Where’ functionality.  

When adding a new paragraph (or editing an existing one), click on the ‘Edit’ button to the right of 

‘Default Where’.  

 

Figure 19: Accessing Conditional Rules 

This will open the ‘Conditional Rules Editor’ as shown below.  

 

Figure 20: Conditional Rules Editor 

Click ‘Add’ to add a condition that is to be met for the paragraph to appear in the RWL.  
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Figure 21: Field List 

In the above example, the first rule set has been for cases where the client’s basic income is greater 

than £50,000. Click OK to add the rule.  

 

Figure 22: Example Rule 

If only one condition is required, simply click on OK. If an additional condition is required, click on 

the ‘Add’ button to enter the additional condition. Once added the editor will look similar to the one 

below.  

 

Figure 23: Multiple Conditions Rule 

In the case above, the paragraph will only be selected for automatic inclusion if the client’s basic 

income is greater than £50,000 and the client’s employment status is self employed. It is possible to 

change this to ‘OR’ by changing the dropdown highlighted. However, it is only possible to have 

conditions where all entries are ‘AND’ or ‘OR’; it is not possible to mix and match these options. 

Once all conditions have been added, click on OK. 

The ‘Paragraph Detail’ will now display the parameters as below.  
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Figure 24: Conditional Rules Displayed in Paragraph Detail 

Additional ‘Default Where’ Parameters 

When creating rules for the automatic inclusion of a paragraph within the RWL, the options available 

for the ‘comparison’ have been increased. The new, extended, list is shown below. 

 

Figure 25: Default Where Options 

RWL Template Import/Export Functionality 
It is now possible to both export and import RWL templates within the Key. This functionality is 

primarily expected to be used in a support context, as any templates created within the Key are 

automatically available to all users.  

Exporting a RWL Template 

Within Setup > General > Disclosure/RWL, click on the ‘Edit Reason Why Letter’ button to open the 

template selection window. Select the template to be exported from the ‘Product Type’ dropdown. 

Click on the Export button to start the process.  

 

Figure 26: Export RWL Template 
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The Key will prompt for a location to save the exported file. Select as required and click on ‘Save’.  

 

Figure 27: Save Location 

The Key will confirm that the file has been saved, and the location.  

Importing a RWL Template 

Within Setup > General > Disclosure/RWL, click on the ‘Edit Reason Why Letter’ button to open the 

template selection window. Click on the Import button to start the process.  

 

Figure 28: Import RWL Template 

Navigate to the location of the saved RWL template, and click on the ‘Open’ button.  

 

Figure 29: File Selection 

The Key will prompt the user to name the imported template (defaulting to the file name). Once the 

name is confirmed, click OK to add the template to the list of those available. Note that this name is 

the name that will be displayed in the ‘Product Type’ dropdown when creating an RWL, and so 

should be appropriately named.  
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Figure 30: Imported Template Naming 

Importing to an Existing Product Type 

If the ‘Product Type’ entered above already exists, the paragraphs will be merged and, if necessary, 

duplicates will be created. Please be sure that you wish to merge the templates before proceeding.  

Setup Changes 

Automatic Unload Client Option 

A new system option has been added that will automatically unload a client when moving to the 

Start Page within the Key. This value is available in the Setup > General > General tab.  

 

Figure 31: Setup Option for Automatic Unload 

This will default to ‘No’ upon updating the Key.  

Other Enhancements 
 Setup > General – For new installations the maximum length for the password now defaults 

to 12 characters 

 Setup > General > DPA – Resolved issue where footer text may not appear on machines 

running at higher DPIs 

 Setup > General > Online – Removed template box for client email (functionality replaced by 

portal) 

 Setup > Users – Amended save process to remove unnecessary updates to database 

 Setup > Users – Screen will now retain column order (e.g. alphabetical order) when opening / 

closing individual User Details windows 

 Setup > Users – Added additional check to licence count when users are reactivated 

 Setup > Integrations – Resolved issue that could prevent changes being saved if screen was 

closed with the ‘X’ rather than the Close button 
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 Import from MortgageBrain Classic – A ‘Product Details’ record will be created for each 

illustration held within MortgageBrain Classic when the client is imported into the Key 

 Leads > Workflow – Resolved issue where status updates were not applied if worklist updates 

were completed outside of the Lead screen 

 Client > Client Contacts – The ‘Sex’ field now displays a mandatory indicator 

 Client > Client Contacts – Added ability to record 0345 telephone numbers 

 Client > Documents – Can now open certain PDF files for editing (PDF file needs to be created 

specifically for editing purposes, and appropriate editing software is needed) 

 Client Portal/Client Contacts – Removed ability to enter a date of birth in the future in the 

portal, and corrected error message presented if such a date was entered in Client Contacts 

 Client Portal – Added additional check to prevent emails to clients if documents accidentally 

marked as visible in portal for a client with no portal access 

 Introducer Access – Resolved some issue with data displayed for Introducers accessing the 

Key online 

 SolutionBuilder – Resolved some spelling errors when launching integration 

 SolutionBuilder – Changed the integration refresh to only occur if multi-benefit has been 

enabled and if the Key user has login details for SolutionBuilder 

 SolutionBuilder – Resolved issue with population of waiver of premium and decreasing term 

policy interest rate 

 Marketing > Mail Shot – Resolved issue where selecting a campaign for a branch level user 

would only return results for that specific user 

 Marketing > Mail Shot – Resolved issue that could affect the results when the mail shot was 

run by a user restricted to their own work only 

 Reports – ‘Commission > Commission Paid During Selected Date Range’ updated to show 

‘Completion Date’  

 Reports > Ad Hoc – Added ‘Have you made a will?’ field to ‘By Client Record’ views for 

Insurance, Mortgages, Products, Sales 
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Appendix – FF Template Updates 
The fact find printout templates have been amended to support the new mortgage data screens. 

The new templates will automatically be deployed as part of the update. However, if custom fact 

find printouts have been created, the updated areas are shown below. The entire section is shown 

below, although not every field has been updated.  

---Start Template Update--- 

<NEWMORTGAGELOANLIST> 

MORTGAGE REQUIREMENTS 

  

Loan Purpose <<FFMORTGAGE1.LOAN_P

URPOSE>> 

Purchase Price or value of the property £<<FFMORTGAGE1.PURCH

ASE_PRICE>> 

How much do you want to borrow? £<<FFMORTGAGE1.LOAN_A

MOUNT>> 

If a Second Charge loan, what is the reason for the loan? <<FFMORTGAGE1.SECURE

DLOANREASON>> 

Over what term? <<FFMORTGAGE1.TERM>> 

Years 

<<FFMORTGAGE1.TERMMO

NTHS>> Months 

Is an additional amount being borrowed? (In excess of the purchase price, or in excess 

of the current mortgage balance for a remortgage) 

 

   Amount of additional borrowing £<<FFMORTGAGE1.ADDITIO

NALBORROWINGAMOUNT>

> 

   Reason for additional borrowing <<FFMORTGAGE1.ADDITIO

NALBORROWINGREASON>

> 

If a remortgage and borrowing additional funds, is a Second Charge to be considered? <<FFMORTGAGE1.SECURE

DLOANCONSIDERED>> 

If a remortgage and borrowing additional funds, and/or a Second Charge, is a Further 

Advance to be considered? 

<<FFMORTGAGE1.FURTHE

RADVANCEDCONSIDERED>

> 

If a Second Charge is being considered, will the Second Charge be an advised sale? <<FFMORTGAGE1.LOANAD

VISEDSALE>> 

If a Second Charge loan, is a remortgage to be considered? <<FFMORTGAGE1.REMORT

GAGECONSIDERED>> 

Do you have the funds available to complete this transaction (deposit, fees etc)? 

Amount of funds available? 

£<<FFMORTGAGE1.DEPOSI

T>> 

    Source of funds available <<FFMORTGAGE1.DEPOSIT

_SOURCE>> 

If you are buying on a Right To Buy basis: 

If a Right To Buy Valuation loan, what is the estimated value? <<FFMORTGAGE1.VALUATI

ON>> 

If you are buying on a Buy To Let basis: 
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If a Buy-To-Let loan, what is the expected/received rental income? <<FFMORTGAGE1.BTL_EXP

ECTEDRENTALINCOME>> 

If a Buy-To-Let loan, is this a Business BTL? <<ffMortgage1.BusinessBTL>

> 

 

PROPERTY TO BE MORTGAGED  

Address of property to be mortgaged: 

 

 

 

 

 

<<FFPROPERTY1.ADDR

ESS_LINE1>> 

<<FFPROPERTY1.ADDR

ESS_LINE2>> 

<<FFPROPERTY1.ADDR

ESS_LINE3>> 

<<FFPROPERTY1.ADDR

ESS_LINE4>> 

<<FFPROPERTY1.ADDR

ESS_POSTCODE>> 

Year built <<FFPROPERTY1.YEAR

HOUSEBUILT>> 

Number of bedrooms <<FFPROPERTY1.NUMB

EROFBEDROOMS>> 

Property type (Detached, Semi-Detached, Terraced etc) <<FFPROPERTY1.PROP

ERTY_TYPE>> 

What is the property tenure? (Freehold, Leasehold, Feuhold) <<FFPROPERTY1.TENU

RE>> 

   If Leasehold, give the term remaining <<FFPROPERTY1.LEASE

YEARS>> 

Is the property of non-standard construction (i.e. not thatched roof, barn conversion etc)? <<FFPROPERTY1.NONS

TANDARD>> 

If you are buying on a Shared Ownership scheme: 

Monthly Rent Payment <<FFPROPERTY1.SHAR

ED_OWNERSHIP_RENT>

> 

Percentage of property to be purchased <<FFPROPERTY1.SHAR

ED_OWNERSHIP_PERCE

NT>>% 

Which Shared Ownership body are you buying from? <<FFPROPERTY1.SHAR

ED_OWNERSHIP_BODY>

> 

Are any home improvements planned? Give details <<FFPROPERTY1.SHAR

ED_OWNERSHIP_IMPRO

VE>> 

Loan to Value (adviser to complete) <<FFMORTGAGE1.LTV>>

% 

Will this be the only property you own? <<FFPROPERTY1.ONLY_

PROPERTY_1>> 

If No, is this your main residence? <<FFPROPERTY1.MAIN_

RESIDENCE_1>> 
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If No, do you have a mortgage on the other property(s)? <<FFPROPERTY1.OTHE

R_MORTGAGES_1>> 

If No, do you intend to clear any of these other mortgages? <<FFPROPERTY1.CLEAR

_OTHER_MORTGAGES_

1>> 

PRODUCT PREFERENCES (NOT REQUIRED FOR SECOND CHARGE) 

An upper limit on your mortgage costs for a specific period <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_U

PPERLIMITONCOSTS>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_U

PPERLIMITONCOSTSTEXT>

> 

To fix your mortgage costs for a certain period <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_FI

XCOSTS>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_FI

XCOSTSTEXT>> 

A discount on mortgage repayments in the early years <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_DI

SCOUNT>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_DI

SCOUNTTEXT>> 

Access to an initial cash sum (Cashback) <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_C

ASHBACK>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_C

ASHBACKTEXT>> 

No early settlement interest on full or part repayment <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_N

O_ERC>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_N

O_ERCTEXT>> 

No tie-in after a fixed, discounted or capped interest period <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_N

O_ERC_TIEIN>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_N

O_ERC_TIEINTEXT>> 

The interest rate on the mortgage moves in line with an external index such as the Bank 

of England base rate rather than the lender’s own variable rate (known as a ‘tracker’)  

<<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_T

RACKER>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_T

RACKERTEXT>> 

No higher lending charge <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_N

O_HLC>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_N

O_HLCTEXT>> 

Speed of mortgage completion <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_S

PEED>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_S

PEEDTEXT>> 

Ability to add fee to the loan <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_A

DDFEES>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_A

DDFEETEXT>> 
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Ability to vary the repayment amount or take repayment holidays <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_V

ARYPAYMENT>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_V

ARYPAYMENTTEXT>> 

Ability to link your finances (e.g. bank account, savings, mortgage) <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_LI

NKSAVINGS>> 

If Yes <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_LI

NKSAVINGSTEXT>> 

Might household income or expenditure change significantly within the foreseeable 

future? 

 

Income  <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_IN

COMECHANGE>> 

Timescale/Amount/Reason <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_IN

COMECHANGETEXT>> 

Expenditure <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_E

XPENDCHANGE>> 

Timescale/Amount/Reason <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_E

XPENDCHANGETEXT>> 

Are there plans to pay off some or all of the mortgage within the foreseeable future? <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_P

AYOFF>> 

Timescale/Amount/Reason <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_P

AYOFFTEXT>> 

Are there plans to move or sell within the foreseeable future? <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_M

OVEHOME>> 

Timescale/Type of new home/Reason <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_M

OVEHOMETEXT>> 

Are there concerns about the possibility of future interest rate movements? <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_C

ONCERNEDABOUTRATESM

OVEMENTS>> 

Reason <<FFMORTGAGE1.PREF_C

ONCERNEDABOUTRATESM

OVEMENTSTEXT>> 

 

Attitude to Risk  

You prefer to accumulate savings to repay your mortgage when it is due. You 

understand there is a risk that your savings may not be sufficient to do so. 

<<FFMORTGAGE1.ATTITUDE_INT

ERESTONLY>>% 

  

You prefer to have the certainty that your mortgage loan is repaid at the end of 

the term. This means taking out a repayment mortgage that is designed to use 

each monthly payment to pay interest and pay back part of the capital 

outstanding. If you keep up your payments your entire loan will be repaid at the 

end of the mortgage term. 

<<FFMORTGAGE1.ATTITUDE_RE

PAYMENT>>% 

  

You are not concerned with repaying the mortgage as you intend to sell all the 

property before the end of the mortgage term and will clear the outstanding 

mortgage from the sale proceeds. 

<<FFMORTGAGE1.ATTITUDE_NO

REPAYMENTMETHOD>> 
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<NEWMORTGAGELOANLIST> 

---End Template Update--- 

 
END 

 


